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MONOLIT

Applications

Monolit

Street lighting

The Monolit® is a new series of street cabinets
conceived as urban furniture with the capacity to
host different services for the city.

The Monolit® can host intelligent systems to implement street
lighting telemanagement, energy saving and other functions
for the smart city.

Urban design

Using the Urbilux® System in combination with dimmerstabilizers or other saving techniques the installation can
save up to 35% of total power consumption.
Our systems and products are compatible with all sort of
lighting sources, such as discharge lamps (high pressure
sodium, metal halide) or LEDs.

Multiservice Urban Cabinets

They combine aesthetics and resilience and optimize
space: minimal external surface for maximum internal
space.
Svelte, with smooth lines and rounded edges and
a 0.27 sq. m. plant, they offer virtually no visual
impact.
Designed for demanding street conditions, they
resist vandalism and graffiti.

Information
point for
citizens

Environmental monitoring
The Environmental module consists of an embedded PC,
which is installed in the Monolit® and works as a an
information hub and communications device, and a network
of sensors that can be installed along the street to monitor
temperature, humidity, noise levels, pollution… The
environmental parameters can be accessed remotely from
any PC.

Multiple configurations
The series has a common base and roof that can
be combined with different main and secondary
modules, resulting in different configurations.
The interior is divided in independent sections that
can host the Electrical Company’s power supply,
street lighting module, communications,
environmental monitoring, information systems,
etc.
The steel plate has a frontal and a back door and
two side panels for publicity, information or
decoration. Alternatively a screen with information
for citizens can be installed.

Technical specifications
Protection up to IK 10, IP 65.
Stainless steel external plate painted RAL-7021 (optional).
Plug-and-use: benefiting from line production and pre-installation,
our products are completely ready to be used, including their
communications and software.
The Monolit® series carries the CE Mark.

Telecommunications server
It can host telecommunication equipment to provide an IP
connection to other applications in the cabinet.
A special module is specifically designed to install Wi-Fi
equipment and antennae.

Urban multiservices
Publicity panel

A single power supply to feed
multiple city services:

Festivity or Holiday Season lighting.
Traffic lights.
Urban transportation: bus stations, municipal bicycle systems…
Publicity posts.
Publicity panels
The two lateral vinyl panels can be customized after
our clients’ needs to show publicity, information or any
other type of picture.

Information point

Energy saving module for a dimmer-stabilizer up to 45 KVA

Common base for all models

The 22” screen is a PC-controlled information point
the contents of which can be updated or modified
remotely.
The PC is located inside the Monolit® and a security
glass protects the screen.

